In this paper, we have proposed a new space-time-frequency (STF) code for multiuser multipleinput-multiple-output orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) 
Introduction
The next generation broadband wireless communication system is required to support robust performance, higher data rate and low-complexity data processing which are capable of providing high-quality multimedia service, to a great number of users anywhere, any time. However, in practice the broadband channel along with the limited spectrum and resource includes much impairment such as frequency selective and time-selective fading which are the major challenges in designing the future wireless communication systems. One promising solution of these issues is the combination of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) such as IEEE 802.11n [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .As a result of this interest, a large number of space-time (ST) and spacefrequency (SF) coding have been designed for MIMO-OFDM system [6] - [13] to exploit the spatial diversity gain. However, most of the works focuses mostly on employing single-user spacefrequency/time codes and separating the users in signal space or canceling multiuser interference. But the short comings of these approaches are that they sometimes reduce the transmission rate or suboptimum performance significantly, if the number of users is high. A methodical study of the general problem of space time/ frequency code design for MACs seems to be missing.
Gӓrtner and Bӧlcskei considered these issues and designed a multi-user space-time/frequency code [14] that was the extension of Gallager's idea in [15] , which is based on the dominant error mechanisms in two-user Additive White Gaussian noise (AWGN) multiple access channel (MAC) but didn't provide a systematic code design. Recently, Zang and Letaief in [1] introduced a systematic design of full diversity multi-user space-frequency code. The symbol or code rate (the definition of code rate is given in [6] ) of their proposed design is 1. But to achieve high speed wireless communication high rate data transmission is necessary. However, increasing the code rate is always challenging because it sometimes deteriorate the performance of the code. Though some attentions have been given in high rate full diversity code design, but those were not designed for multi-user MIMO-OFDM system. Therefore, to achieve high symbol rate for multiuser MIMO-OFDM system, in our paper we have proposed a coding schemes for multiuser space-time-frequency (STF) codes, where the proposed scheme can achieve high-rate (rate-) and full-diversity for MIMO frequency-selective fading MAC. Here, represents the number of transmitter used in the MIMO system. To increase the code rate and achieve full-diversity, our multi-user STF codes are constructed by exploiting the space-frequency layering concept with algebraic component code, where the component code is considered to be an algebraic number theoretic constellation such as QAM. Each component code is assigned to a thread in the space-time-frequency matrix that provides full access to the channel frequency, temporal and spatial diversity in absence of other threads. Diophantine approximation theory is then used to make the threads transparent to each other. Further another Diophantine approximation is used to make the users transparent to each other. The numbers are referred to as "Diophantine numbers" because they are chosen in such a way that their simultaneous Diophantine approximation by algebraic number is "bad", that makes the threads and the users become transparent to each other. Assuming that the channel statistic is known at the transmitter and the instantaneous channel state information (CSI) at the receiver with maximum likelihood (ML) detection using the sphere decoder, our proposed multi-user STF codes for MIMO frequency-selective fading MAC achieve high rate and full-diversity for each user without deteriorating the performance. It is worth noting that the proposed coding scheme does not need the instantaneous channel side information at transmitter nor the cooperation of multiple transmitters.
The organization of the paper is as follows. A system model of the multi-user MIMO-OFDM system has been discussed in section 2. In section 3, the code design criteria for multiple accesses channel (MAC) for multi-user STF codes has been given. The proposed systematic design of multiuser high rate full diversity STF codes has been explained with a proof in section 4. Section 5 has provided an examples to verify our proposed code design. Simulation result and discussion have been given in section 6. Finally, we draw our conclusion in section 7.
Throughout this paper, we will use the following notations. stands for the integer ring, the rational number field, and complex number field respectively. represents the field generated by j and rational where j= √
. [ ] denotes the field generated by the j and integer ring. ⌈ ⌉ represents the smallest integer larger than x.⌊ ⌋ represents the largest integer smaller then x. The subscripts T and H denotes the transpose and Hermitian of a complex matrix respectively. and denotes the kronecker and Hadamard product respectively.
System Model
Suppose that in a single-cell network, the MIMO-OFDM system has total number of Z users, where each user is equipped with transmit antennas, a base station (BS) with receive antennas and Ntone OFDM. Let, L denotes the number of resolvable channels paths. The MIMO channels experiences wideband multi-path fading induced by L independent paths between each pair of transmit-receive antennas. It is assumed that the MIMO wideband fading channels are subject to blockfading; that means the path gains between each pair of transmit and receive antennas are constant over one fading block, but varies independently in another fading block. Furthermore, it is assumed that all path gains between any pair of transmit and receive antennas during any fading block follow the same power profile given by, *| | + . Following the water-filling condition of the optimization problem, the power for L number of paths are normalized such that∑ . The above assumption regarding the multipath fading channel model have also been used in other works such as [5] , [6] , [8] , [9] , [11] [12] [13] . 
where
and,
Here, the column vector is given by, [ ] where, the N× matrix (where denotes the sub-codeword that is considered to be sent during the fading block Let, each user has N-tone OFDM. For user z, the codeword can be written as,
where the OFDM symbol is assumed to be transmitted from the th n transmit antenna.
Let, two codeword and
́ of two different users z and z are independent. Assuming the perfect synchronization is available at the receiver, the received signal at the BS can be given by,
and is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with zero mean and covariance . is the received signal at the antenna of base station, and ( ) . Moreover, compacting some terms in (8) 
STF Code Design Criterion
The code design criterion for space-time-frequency code is based on the error event analysis which was first discussed by Gallager [15] . Following this, Gartner and Bolcskei [14] has established a ST code design criteria for multiple access channel (MAC), but it was only for two users. Addressing this issue, a systematic design of full diversity SF codes for any number of users has been established [1] . Depending on the desired transmission rate tuple, the dominant error event regions for the two users MAC was discussed [15] . It was shown that for the rate region with user-1 or user-2 is in error, the well known single user ST/SF codes are sufficient. But, for the rate region where both users are in error, a joint code design is necessary for optimization, i.e.:-to get full-diversity for any error event. Moreover, the code design criteria were made based on high-SNR and low-SNR region. As, this effect is less pronounced for low SNR, our code design criteria for STF code is based on the high-SNR region.
During the fading block , for a single user (i.e. z=1) codeword the pair wise error probability (PEP) can be given by ( ̂ ) where ̂ . Denoting the number of OFDM tones as N , for a given channel realization ( ) on the k -th tone (for, 0, , 1, kN  ), the probability that the receiver decides erroneously in favor of ̂ is given by as [16] ,
where, the squared Euclidian distance between the codeword and ̂ denoted by,
Denoting SNR as and taking ̅ ( ) ̆ ̂ ; using Chernoff bound , the PEP can be upper bounded as, 
Let, ( ̆ ̆ )
Then using singular value decomposition, we get, Therefore,
Let, ̅ ̅ and ̅ denotes the element of the vector ̅. Then from ( ), we get,
Taking the expectation of ( ) we get,
where, is the rank of the matrix . As our STF code design criteria is based on high-SNR thus for high-SNR, , simplifying (22), we get, Let, ̂ denotes the detected codeword. Assume three types of error event as type-1, type-2, type-3, where type-1 and type-2 represents the error events when a user-1 or user-2 is in error, and type-3 represents the error events when both users are in error. Thus for a given channel realization, ̅ , the total average pair wise error probability is given by [14] , where, * | ̅ + and | ̅ ,for q=1, 2, 3. The three terms in ( ) depicts all error events when the pair wise error ̂ occur.
For a general case of total number of Z users, let, the code word [ ] and ̂ denotes the detected code word. Assume, ̆ ̂ and ̆ ̂ . then the probability of symbol error can be upper bounded as [1] ,
where, D={ | } where | | for ̂ and is the rank of the matrix ( ̆ ̆ ) , where only w out of Z user have ̆ . The probability that only w out of Z users have ̂ is denoted by | | Now, is dominated by the codeword difference matrices with minimum rank [14] . As denotes the diversity order of the error event when w out of total number of Z users are in error, the full-diversity for every error event should be guaranteed by the code design.Thus in this coherent scenario, the code design criteria of full diversity SF codes for MAC over MIMO frequency-selective block-fading channels as follows:-
a. Rank criterion:
Maximize the transmit diversity gain over all pairs of distinct codeword and ̂ ,
when only w out of Z users have ̂ for w=1… Z.
b. Block fading product criterion:
Maximize the coding gain over all pairs of distinct code words and ̂ , ∏ ∏ when, only w out of Z users have ̂ for w=1… Z.
Multiuser Space-Time-Frequency Code Design
In this section, we have proposed a design of STF code that is capable of achieving full diversity and high code rate (i.e. rate-) over MIMO frequency selective block fading channel. The construction of the proposed multiuser STF is illustrated in fig-1 . It is worth noting that, multiplying information symbol vector by the rotational matrix maximize the associated minimum product distance [17] , where, ̅ * ̅ ̅ ̅ + .
As coding gains are proportional to the minimum product distances associated with the rotational matrix used, the maximization of the coding gain in the code design criteria is achieved.
Each one of the encoded component vector is then multiplied by the Diophantine number to ensure full diversity and maximize the coding gain for the joint code. The numbers are referred to as "Diophantine numbers" because they are chosen in a way that their simultaneous Diophantine approximation by algebraic number is "bad", that makes the threads and the users become transparent to each other. Each is chosen from the diagonal layer of the matrix,
will be defined latter. The term ̅ in ( ) is given by, 
The diagonal layer index of ̅ is shown in fig-2 for =3 and =4 For multiuser MIMO-OFDM MAC, the encoded codeword ̅ is given by,
where, is the column of the matrix
The choice of are as follows:
 , where is an algebraic clement with degree at least over , where is an algebraic number with degree of at least Q over ,where is the field extention of which contains the signal alphabet [ ], and all the entries of It is worth noting that, according to the Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 given in [17] , the coding gain expresses the simultaneous Diophantine approximation of the numbers { } and { } by other algebraic numbers, depending on the constellation used. This observation implies that optimizing the coding gain is equivalent to choosing these Diophantine numbers to be "badly approximated" by other algebraic number.
The proposed STF coding applies the same coding strategy to every encoded sub-block ̅ ,
. So, for convenience, we have just showed the STF coding of one sub block ̅ . Thus, the proposed STF codes for the user is of the form,
Note that, the difference of the SF code between any two users lies in the design of 2, Φ z in (44) which is selected from the different columns of matrix 2 Φ . Since 2 Φ is fixed in advance, each transmitter know it's 2, Φ z before transmitting the data and 2, Φ z is fixed for each user, therefore the cooperation between the users is not necessary in the uplink process.
-16 - It is also worth noting that, the proposed SF code achieve high symbol rate, i.e rate-t A per channel use. This can be seen from (45) Proof: The proof of high rate and full-diversity of proposed code are given in the Appendix.
The maximum likelihood (ML) decoding is often used for full-diversity performance of STF codes. However, the decoding complexity is very large with the increase of the value of L and t A [5] . To remove the burden of ML, sphere decoder can be used to achieve the approximate performance of ML [17] , [18] and [20] .
STF Code Design Example
In this section, we have just shown the sub-block where, the sub-block
C is for user, z=1 and the sub-block of rate-t A full-diversity multiuser SF code proposed in [19] . Therefore, for =1, the STF code can be viewed as the SF code.
Simulation Results:
In our simulation, two users scenario has been considered where each user has two transmit antennas and the base station has two receive antennas with equal power gain. A two ray channel model has been simulated for each pair of transmit-receive antennas. The length of the cyclic prefix is chosen as 16 and N=64 OFDM tones is used for each transmit antenna. The second path delay is assumed to be 0.5µs that is, 10 times the sampling interval. In the simulation, the channel coefficients are independent from one OFDM block to other block but are remain constant during one OFDM block. Regarding the proposed STF code, the total number of 2 u A  independent fading block in the code word has been considered for the simulation. The simulation result shows the performance comparison among the multiuser SF code [1] , Alamouti code [21] and the proposed multiuser space-time-frequency (STF) code, with 16-QAM. Fig-3 shows that the symbol error probability (SER) 3 e P for both the single user ST code [21] (Alamouti code) and the proposed multiuser STF code with 16-QAM. It is apparent that the Alamouti code can achieve full special diversity gain of 4; on the other hand the proposed multiuser STF code achieve full spatial,temporal and frequency diversity gain of =16. From the graph, it can be seen that the proposed code have larger slope curve, compared with Alamouti code. This implies that the proposed STF code achieve a larger diversity gain than the Alamouti code. Another SER performance comparison between the proposed code and the multiuser SF code in [1] has been given in fig-3 . From the analysis it can be seen that the SF code in [1] achieve full spatial and frequency diversity gain of diversity gain than the SF code [1] . Moreover, it is observed that the proposed rate-(in this case =2) STF code achieve the best SER performance among the simulated cases and outperforms with a gap of about 2 dB over all examined SNR region when it is compared with Alamouti code [21] and SF code [1] . The analysis implies that the proposed multiuser STF code has a better coding gain than the both rate-1 SF code [1] and Alamouti code [21] . The diversity and coding gain advantages are attributed to the proposed multiuser STF codes which can obtain full diversity and high rate (rate -) for every error event of the two user system which indicates that the increment of code rate does not deteriorate the performance.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new design of space-time-frequency codes for MIMO-OFDM systems. The high-rate (rate-t A ) and full-diversity tru AAA L has been achieved which validate the theoretical analysis. The proposed multi-user STF code is bandwidth efficient and always ensures high ratet A . An example of our proposed code design has been given for better understanding of our proposed code. Simulation result proves that this STF code has achieved higher diversity and coding gain than the existing code for all SNR regions.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of high symbol rate-:
The symbol rate of the proposed multiuser STF codes can be calculated by the formula,
B. Proof of full-diversity :
It can be seen that is the sub matrix of and composed of Q rows of . Thus the matrix can be composed by taking Q rows of as,
where, ̅ ̅ ̂ for i=1,..., , l=1,… and is the matrix for z=1, Z. The element on the diagonal of the matrix is given by [5] , ( ) , where, a=0,1,….,L-1,i=1,.., ,and,
Next, the matrix ̅ is designed by adding column to the matrix ̅ and i=1,.., .
Replacing, ̅ in (A6) by ̅ and deleting bottom rows of (A6) we have obtained the following matrix,
where, the terms for a=0,1,….,L-1 are omitted without lose of generality. To prove the full diversity of the proposed multiuser SF code, it is sufficient to prove the full rank of the matrices for all ̂ . As ) is a sub matrix of , it is adequate to prove the full rank of the matrix , for all ̂ . Moreover, it is obvious that the full rank of matrix ̃ implies the full rank of matrix From the matrix given by (A7), by taking the rows given by each ,(i.e l=1,… ) for all i, (i=1,….,L), in general, we get the square matrix ̃ of size which is the submatriz of ̃ of size and given by,
Note that, as ̃ is the sub matrix of ̃ , it is obvious that the full rank of ̃ implies the full rank of ̃ . This is the key condition to proves the full diversity of the proposed multiuser STF code.
The determinant of ̃ can be given by [5, After zeroing some columns of (A5), ̌ with w nonzero ̌ can be viewed as ̌ with Z nonzero ̌ . Consequently, ̌ with w users ̂ has also full rank. Therefore, the proposed multiuser STF codes achieve full diversity over constellation carved from [ ].
